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The Pamphlette
Writes the Blotter!

  
       An incident off  the coast of  Florida last Saturday has some believers convinced 
that the Second Coming of  Christ has arrived at last. A man was discovered walking 
on water, with only the power of  his faith!

        Actually though, he was running in a floating bubble resembling a hamster 
wheel, but he was running, and he was on the surface of  the ocean. The Coast 
Guard “rescued” the man, who clearly did not need to be rescued because he was 
perfectly adept at this unique form of  exercise.

        The man, who is also a peace activist (yup, definitely Jesus), claims he was 
intending to run all the way to Bermuda in the Hydro-Pod Bubble to raise money 
for children in need. Unfortunately, the Coast Guard is made up entirely of  atheist 
heathens who don’t respect the desires of  individuals making such pilgrimages of  
faith. 

       “We can’t just have crazy peace activists walking on water, performing miracles 
and telling people to be nice to each other,” says USCG officer Pancho Pilot. “We 
think he’s claiming to be some kind of  savior, and he must be stopped before large 
numbers of  people start following him everywhere.” 

by EC

by LS, EC

Did the Immorality Quotient test seem a little too...tame for you this year? Well, with good reason! We were 
unable to insert our questions in time for publication; this means that none of  this year’s questions were 
made up by deeply disturbed “comedy” writers! Does that sound right to you? I thought not. Anyway, here 
are the questions you missed so much. Feel free to use these to augment your IQ score. You’re welcome.

Have you ever…

Consensually bitten…
 An alum? (+10)
 An alum from a different decade? (+30)
 Your thesis adviser? (+100)
 A corpse? (-1500 because how the fuck can a corpse consent to shit? Wait,  
  but what if  they put it in their will? I guess that would be ok. So if   
  they put it in their will, +1500, and enjoy your sick fucking mouth.)

Sent Gary Granger a box of  valentines day chocolates, but made them drug chocolates first.  
 Like chocolates full of  weed. (+15)

Driven a CSO-mobile? (+100)
To Hotcake House? (+20)
 While high? (+100)
To a drug deal? (+100)
To a relative’s funeral? (+200; also, sorry, I guess.) 

Hidden in an ODB washing machine, waiting and watching, until someone came to do their  
 laundry, and then jumped out at them and yelled “I want your panties on me!”? 

Successfully posed as a Reedie…
 While actually being a Clarkie? (+10)
 While actually being a campus dog? (+0; you are a Reedie, Nisa. Don’t doubt  
        yourself.)
 While actually being an ODB bug? (+50)
 And graduated? (+1000)

Released an invasive species into the canyon? (+50)
 A cute one? (+100)

Worn Bins clothes out of  the store? (+50)
 ...Then gone to a thesis meeting? (+100)
 ...To a job interview? (+ 150)
 ...On your plane trip back home for break? (-50. Respect your seatmates, 
                   ya nasty.) 

Made a bomb? (+100)
With only supplies bought at the bookstore? (+150)
During class? (+200)

Taken a jackhammer to the Doyle Owl, filled the resulting hole with lube, and put your dick  
 in it? (+150 points, but also -100 points, because fuck you for permanently  
   damaging the sacred owl.)

Slathered the Doyle Owl with lube and inserted it, in its entirety, into one of  your orifices?  
 (1,000 points, because a. that’s awfully impressive, and b. you didn’t damage it!)

Written for The Pamphlette? (+ infinity, motherfuckers.)

      The Quest’s CSO Blotter has long been a source of  entertainment, a light, if  you will, in 
the darkness of  Dankretius’ cave. Now that the author is looking for a biweekly substitute, the 
Pamphlette would like to submit our own sample blotter. (Yes, we’re late, but we’re Reedies, for 
fuck’s sake. We can’t even graduate on time.)

Saturday, 10/3

00:12. AOD, Marijuana; M*cn**ght*n.
The name of  this dorm has been changed to protect the identities of  the residents. 
On an unrelated note, has there ever been an Econ thesis on the economics of  pot 
sales at Reed?

00:43. AOD, Marijuana; McNogtoon.
Like seriously, your dealer is probably paying their entire tuition off  revenue from 
one dorm. Thanks for contributing to the community….?

01:20. Clarkies; Everywhere. 
Protect yourself.

04:31. AOD, Marijuana; MacNoggin.
If  you’re so high that you missed 4:20 by eleven minutes, it’s probably time to go 
beddy-bye.

05:02. AOD / Suspicious Activity; Bio Building
Three dogs were found on the second floor, smoking some dank weed and step-
ping in all the Intro Bio students’ gels. They were so cuuuute, though, so the CSO 
on duty just patted their heads and let them scurry away. Seems legit. Sorry fresh-
man nerds :(

6:30. Improper Use of  Campus Services; Naito
Four human corpses were found in the Naito dumpsters; students in the area said 
they’d seen a tall, middle-aged man in a trenchcoat running from the area after 
dumping the bodies. Frick you, dude. The trash only gets picked up once every 2 
weeks, and what if  students need that space?
 
07:58. AOD, Other; Westport.
CSOs confiscated a mostly-empty bottle of  tequila, an extra-large bottle of  lube, 
three bags of  Doritos, a bag of  phallic vegetables from Safeway, and a copy of  The 
Emperor’s New Groove. Fun party, dude.

08:12. AOD, Marijuana; McMuffin.
GO THE F*CK TO SLEEP.

12:48. Information Only.
Two students reported seeing a dark, nebulous mass in the Chemistry stairwell. 
Upon inspection, CSOs discovered several sketchy-ass squirrels, a bag of  cheap tea 
lights, and the smell of  sulfur. Don’t trust the squirrels, kids.

14:11. Suspicious, Eliot.
An elderly bearded man was found in a darkened hallway on the third floor, speak-
ing to a cat. When approached, he handed the CSO a baby, turned the lights back 
on, and left. The CSOs are trying to find the baby’s parents or guardians, but in the 
meantime are taking turns driving it around on a Segway.

Our Extension to the
IQ Test

   
        The Coast Guard has temporarily detained the ocean-hamster-man while they decide 
what to do with him. It seems that he requires the technology of  his bubble device to 
perform the stunt, so they may simply confiscate it and set him free -- “but we’ll be watch-
ing him for further mysterious acts of  faith,” says Pilot. Meanwhile, the people of  Bermuda 
remain unenlightened as the news of  this Messiah never reached their island.

by ER

United States Coast Guard Rescues ...Jesus??

Come on, guy. The real Jesus didn’t need
this fancy newfangled equipment.


